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Kronos Workforce TeleStaff/
Workforce Ready Interface
The Interface That Does the Work for You
Now you can share data and streamline processes quickly, easily, and
seamlessly through one integrated solution. The Kronos® Workforce TeleStaff™/
Workforce Ready® interface enables you to extend the benefits of workforce
management to your entire organization — across all departments — through
one integrated platform. This interface simplifies the exchange of employee,
accrual, and time-entry data to easily unify systems, saving your valuable
resources significant time and effort. The result: a streamlined workflow that
reduces errors and decreases the waiting time for access to information.

Key Benefits
»» CONNECT SOLUTIONS and gain a
streamlined workflow

»» ELIMINATE repetitive and overlapping

How does it work?

work processes to increase accuracy

The interface uses predefined data fields ready for import and export to
make easy work of pulling and passing employee, accrual, and time-entry
data — saving your resources the time-consuming work of dual data entry. The
application programming interface (API) enables applications to communicate
with each other and transfer data.

»» REDUCE ERRORS with automated,
simple importing/exporting of
information

»» ACCESS INFORMATION quickly and
easily with connected solutions
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Keep employee data
in sync
Import employee data: Transfer new,
changed, and deleted employee information from Workforce Ready to Workforce
TeleStaff, eliminating dual data-entry
efforts while increasing accuracy

Employees,
Accruals

Help managers review
and process PTO with
up-to-date accruals
Import accrual balances: Transfer current
accrual balances, such as paid time off
and comp time, from Workforce Ready
to Workforce TeleStaff, helping to ensure
proper accrual tracking and simplify
time-off requests

Track and capture
accurate time entries to
allocate labor costs to
cost centers
Export roster records: Send roster
records from Workforce TeleStaff to
Workforce Ready time entries to update
accrual balances and allocate labor costs
to appropriate cost centers
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